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MENTAL CAPACITY AND GUARDIANSHIP BILL 2007

————————

BILL
entitled5

AN ACT TO REFORM THE LAW CONCERNING MENTAL
CAPACITY, TO PROVIDE FOR INFORMAL DECISION-
MAKING ON BEHALF OF ADULT PERSONS WHO
LACK CAPACITY IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO
ESTABLISH A GUARDIANSHIP BOARD WHICH MAY10
APPOINT PERSONAL GUARDIANS TO DEAL WITH
THE PROPERTY, FINANCIAL MATTERS AND WEL-
FARE OF ADULT PERSONS WHO LACK CAPACITY, TO
CONFER JURISDICTION ON THE HIGH COURT IN
CERTAIN MATTERS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE ESTAB-15
LISHMENT OF THE OFFICE OF PUBLIC GUARDIAN
AND TO SET OUT THE FUNCTIONS AND POWERS OF
THE PUBLIC GUARDIAN, TO AMEND AND REPEAL
VARIOUS ENACTMENTS FOR THIS PURPOSE, AND
FOR RELATED MATTERS.20

BE IT ENACTED BY THE OIREACHTAS AS FOLLOWS:

PART 1

Preliminary and General

1.—(1) This Act may be cited as the Mental Capacity and Guard-
ianship Act 2007.25

(2) This Act shall come into force on such day or days as the
Minister shall by Order provide.

2.—In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires—

“the Act of 1871” means the Lunacy Regulation (Ireland) Act 1871;

“the Act of 1893” means the Sale of Goods Act 1893;30

“the Act of 1996” means the Powers of Attorney Act 1996;

“age of majority” means 18 years of age;

“Guardianship Board” has the meaning assigned to it by section 13;
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Guiding principles
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Application to
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“Guardianship Order” means an Order made by the Guardianship
Board under section 16 which concerns the power to manage the
property, financial affairs or personal welfare of a person who lacks
capacity (whether in connection with a specific subject-matter or
more than one such subject-matter), including conferring such power 5
on a Personal Guardian;

“Intervention Order” means an Order made by the Guardianship
Board under section 16 which may direct a specified person to take
the action or make a decision specified in the Order, in relation to
the property, financial affairs or personal welfare of a person who 10
lacks capacity and where the Board considers that the person who
lacks capacity is incapable of taking the action or making the
decision required;

“Personal Guardian” has the meaning assigned to it by section 21;

“Public Guardian” has the meaning assigned to it by section 24; 15

“the Court” means the High Court;

“the Minister” means the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law
Reform.

3.—The expenses incurred by the Minister in the administration
of this Act shall, to such extent as may be sanctioned by the Minister 20
for Finance, be paid out of moneys provided by the Oireachtas.

4.—Every person concerned in the implementation of this Act or
in making any decision or Order under this Act shall have regard to
the following principles:

(a) no intervention is to take place unless it is necessary hav- 25
ing regard to the needs and individual circumstances of
the person including whether the person is likely to
increase or regain capacity;

(b) any intervention must be the method of achieving the pur-
pose of the intervention which is least restrictive of the 30
person’s freedom;

(c) account must be taken of the person’s past and present
wishes where they are ascertainable;

(d) account must be taken of the views of the person’s rela-
tives, primary carer, the person with whom he or she 35
resides, any person named as someone who should be
consulted and any other person with an interest in the
welfare of the person or the proposed decision where
these views have been made known to the person
responsible; 40

(e) due regard shall be given to the need to respect the right
of the person to dignity, bodily integrity, privacy and
autonomy.

5.—(1) This Act applies to persons who have reached the age of
majority. 45
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(2) To the extent that this Act applies to persons who have
reached the age of majority, the provisions of the 1871 Act, as
amended, shall not apply to any such person.

PART 2

Capacity and Informal Decision-making5

6.—It shall be presumed, until the contrary is established, that
every person who has reached the age of majority has full capacity
to make a decision affecting him or her.

7.—(1) Subject to subsection (2), “capacity” means the ability to
understand the nature and consequences of a decision in the context10
of available choices at the time the decision is to be made.

(2) Where a decision requires the act of a third party in order to
be implemented, a person is to be treated as not having capacity if
he or she is unable to communicate by any means.

(3) Any question as to whether a person has capacity shall be15
decided on the balance of probabilities.

8.—(1) If an individual does an act in connection with the per-
sonal care, health care or treatment of another person whose
decision-making capacity is in doubt (in this section referred to as
“the other person”), and the individual complies with the require-20
ments of subsection (2), the issue of the individual’s liability in
respect of that act shall be determined in accordance with subsec-
tion (3).

(2) The requirements which must be complied with by the individ-
ual are that—25

(a) before doing the act, the individual shall take reasonable
steps to establish whether the other person lacks capacity
in relation to the matter in question, and

(b) when doing the act, the individual reasonably believes that
the other person lacks capacity in relation to the matter30
in question and that the individual applies the principles
set out in section 4 when carrying out the act.

(3) The individual who does an act in accordance with subsection
(2) shall not incur any liability in relation to the act that he or she
would not have incurred if the other person—35

(a) had had the capacity to consent in relation to the matter,
and

(b) had consented to the individual doing the act.

(4) Where an act to which this section applies involves expendi-
ture, it shall be lawful for the individual to apply money in the other40
person’s possession for meeting the expenditure and if the expendi-
ture is borne by the individual for the other person, it shall be lawful
for the individual to reimburse himself or herself out of money in
the other person’s possession or to be otherwise indemnified by the
other person.45
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(5) Nothing in this section excludes a person’s civil liability for
loss or damage or his or her criminal liability, resulting from his or
her negligence in doing the act.

9.—(1) Nothing in section 8 shall be taken to authorise an individ-
ual to do any act which would require the Guardianship Board to 5
make an Order under this Act or which would require the Court to
make an Order under this Act.

(2) Subject to subsection (3), nothing in section 8 shall be taken
to authorise an individual to do an act which conflicts with a decision
made, within the scope of his or her authority, by— 10

(a) an attorney operating under an enduring power of
attorney, or

(b) a Personal Guardian appointed by the Guardianship
Board.

(3) Nothing in subsection (1) prevents a person, pending a 15
decision concerning any relevant issue by the Guardianship Board
or the Court exercising their powers under this Act, from—

(a) providing life-sustaining treatment, or

(b) doing any act which he or she reasonably believes to be
necessary to prevent a serious deterioration in a per- 20
son’s condition.

10.—(1) A person who lacks capacity to enter a contract for the
sale of goods or supply of services must pay the supplier a reasonable
sum for necessaries supplied at his or her request.

(2) “Necessaries” means goods or services supplied which are 25
suitable to the person’s personal reasonable living requirements,
excluding goods and services which could be classed as luxury in
nature in all the circumstances.

(3) Section 2 of the Sale of Goods Act 1893 is amended by the
deletion of the words “mental capacity or”. 30

11.—(1) The law concerning the capacity of a person to make a
will which exists at the time this Act comes into force shall continue
to apply and shall not be affected by this Act.

(2) Where a person who has made a valid will loses testamentary
capacity, the High Court, acting on its own initiative or on an appli- 35
cation to it from the Guardianship Board, may, in the exercise of its
discretion, alter a will in exceptional circumstances where the justice
of the case demands it.

(3) Where land owned by a deceased person, who is the subject
of a guardianship order, is sold, the persons who would otherwise 40
have been entitled under the terms of a valid testamentary dispo-
sition in a will on the death of the original owner to a share in the
proceeds, shall be deemed to have the same proportionate interest
in any surplus monies from the proceeds of sale which remain.
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12.—(1) The law concerning the consent and capacity required of
a person in specific contexts which exists at the time this Act comes
into force shall continue to apply and shall not be affected by this
Act, in particular in the context of:

(a) capacity and consent to marriage;5

(b) consent to divorce;

(c) consent to adoption; and

(d) voting at an election for any public office or at a
referendum.

(2) The Marriage of Lunatics Act 1811 is repealed.10

PART 3

Guardianship Board and High Court

13.—(1) On the establishment day, a body corporate, to be known
as the Guardianship Board, stands established to perform the func-
tions assigned to it by this Act.15

(2) The Guardianship Board has, under its corporate name, per-
petual succession and an official seal and may:

(a) sue and be sued in its corporate name;

(b) acquire, hold and dispose of land or an interest in land;
and20

(c) acquire, hold and dispose of any other property.

(3) The Guardianship Board is, subject to this Act, independent
in the performance of its functions.

14.—(1) The Guardianship Board is to consist of 3 members, all
of whom are to be appointed by the President on—25

(a) the nomination of the Government, and

(b) the passage of resolutions by Dáil Éireann and Seanad
Éireann recommending their appointment.

(2) One of the members shall be appointed as chairperson.

(3) In considering the nomination of a person to be a member of30
the Guardianship Board, the Government shall satisfy themselves
that the person has the appropriate experience, qualifications, train-
ing or expertise for appointment to a body having the functions of
the Guardianship Board.

(4) A person who holds judicial office in a superior court may,35
without relinquishing that office, be appointed, with his or her con-
sent, as the chairperson of the Guardianship Board, but unless other-
wise provided by the terms of the appointment, he or she shall not,
while a member, be required to carry out duties under statute as the
holder of that judicial office.40
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15.—A member of the Guardianship Board holds office for a
period of between 3 years and 6 years, which the Government shall
determine at the time of the appointment, and which term may be
renewed.

16.—(1) The functions of the Guardianship Board shall be: 5

(a) to make Guardianship Orders;

(b) to appoint personal guardians pursuant to such Guardian-
ship Orders; and

(c) to make Intervention Orders.

(2) In making any Order or appointment under this Act, the 10
Guardianship Board shall have such powers as are required to carry
out its function, including requiring the making of expert reports for
the Board by such experts as it considers necessary, whether medical
(including reports concerning cognitive ability), social and health
care (including care in the community) or financial (including reports 15
on valuation of property).

17.—The procedure of the Guardianship Board shall, subject to
the provisions of this Act, be determined by the Guardianship Board.

18.—(1) The Guardianship Board may appoint such numbers of
persons as its officers as may be approved by the Minister with the 20
consent of the Minister for Finance.

(2) Officers of the Guardianship Board are civil servants in the
Civil Service of the State.

19.—(1) An interested party may appeal to the High Court
against a decision of the Guardianship Board. 25

(2) An appeal under this section shall be brought by the patient,
by notice in writing, within 28 days of the receipt by him or her or
by his or her legal representative, of notice of the decision concerned.

20.—Notwithstanding any powers or functions conferred by this
Act on the Guardianship Board or on a personal guardian or under 30
an enduring power of attorney, the High Court shall have exclusive
jurisdiction to determine any issues concerning a person who lacks
decision-making capacity in connection with the following:

(a) non-therapeutic sterilisation;

(b) withdrawal of artificial life-sustaining treatment; or 35

(c) organ donation.
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PART 4

Personal Guardians

21.—(1) A Personal Guardian appointed by the Guardianship
Board shall be an individual who has reached 18 years of age and is
otherwise deemed suitable by the Guardianship Board to be so5
appointed.

(2) A person may not be appointed as a Personal Guardian with-
out his or her consent.

(3) The Guardianship Board may appoint 2 or more Personal
Guardians to act:10

(a) jointly;

(b) jointly and severally; or

(c) jointly in respect of some matters and jointly and severally
in respect of others.

22.—(1) A Guardianship Order appointing a Personal Guardian15
may confer on him or her power to deal with such particular matters
in relation to the property, financial affairs or personal welfare of
the adult as may be specified in the Order, and may be subject to
such terms and conditions as the Guardianship Board shall consider
appropriate, including supervision by the Public Guardian of20
defined matters.

23.—A Personal Guardian may not refuse consent to the carrying
out or continuation of life-sustaining treatment.

PART 5

Office of Public Guardian25

24.—(1) On the establishment day, a body corporate, to be known
as the Office of Public Guardian, stands established to perform the
functions assigned to it by this Act.

(2) The Office of Public Guardian has, under its corporate name,
perpetual succession and an official seal and may:30

(a) sue and be sued in its corporate name;

(b) acquire, hold and dispose of land or an interest in land;
and

(c) acquire, hold and dispose of any other property.

(3) The Office of Public Guardian is, subject to this Act, indepen-35
dent in the performance of its functions.
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25.—The functions of the Office of Public Guardian shall be:

(a) to supervise, where relevant, Personal Guardians
appointed by the Guardianship Board;

(b) to supervise attorneys operating under an enduring power
of attorney; 5

(c) to provide, when requested to do so, to a guardian or an
attorney, information and advice about the performance
of his or her functions under this Act;

(d) to publish, in any manner the Public Guardian thinks
appropriate, any information he or she thinks appropriate 10
about the discharge of his or her functions;

(e) to deal with representations (including complaints) about
the way in which an attorney operating under an endur-
ing power of attorney or a Personal Guardian appointed
by the Guardianship Board is exercising his or her 15
powers;

(f) to act as Personal Guardian when appointed to do so by
the Guardianship Board in circumstances where there is
no other person willing or able to so act;

(g) to exercise the functions conferred on it by or under this 20
Act.

26.—(1) The Public Guardian may appoint such numbers of per-
sons as its officers as may be approved by the Minister with the
consent of the Minister for Finance.

(2) Officers of the Public Guardian are civil servants in the Civil 25
Service of the State.

27.—(1) The Public Guardian may prepare and issue one or more
codes of practice concerning the following:

(a) for the guidance of persons assessing whether a person has
capacity in relation to any matter; 30

(b) for the guidance of persons acting in connection with the
care or treatment of another person under section 8;

(c) for the guidance of attorneys operating under enduring
powers of attorney;

(d) with respect to such other matters concerned with this Act 35
as he or she thinks fit.

(2) The Minister for Health and Children may appoint a “Work-
ing Group on Capacity to make Healthcare Decisions” comprising
of representatives of professional bodies in the healthcare sector,
healthcare professionals and lay persons. 40

(3) The Working Group on Capacity to make Healthcare
Decisions appointed in accordance with subsection (2) may make
codes of practice in relation to matters including but not limited to:
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(a) the assessment of capacity; and

(b) the circumstances in which urgent treatment may be
carried out without the consent of an adult patient and
what type of treatment may be provided if it is likely that
the person will imminently recover capacity.5

(4) A code of practice made under this section shall be notified
in Iris Oifigiúil by the Public Guardian and otherwise published in
such form as the Public Guardian deems appropriate, including by
means of the world wide web.
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